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Background
•
•
•
•

Canadians’ average life expectancy: 80 years
Decrease in birth rate
Shortage of skilled labor
Retention of older workers forestalls labor
shortage, ease tension on the pension pool,
promote active aging, lessen boredom and
related illnesses
• Abolishment of retirement

AIMS
• To consider the benefits of and barriers
to later life working
 To examine the conflict between
employment and other responsibilities
 To explore the impact of recent agerelated legislation/policies in promoting
older workers’ productivity and
workability

Method
• Qualitative method
• Semi-structured interviews by phone or
face-to-face
• Each interview: about I hour
• Interviews were recorded, transcribed
• Data analysis: interpretive description,
identification of main themes.

RECRUITMENT
Workers 50 years or older were recruited by
• Posters
• Media (Newspapers, Radio)
• Department of Human Resources (HR) of various
organizations
• Professional Associations

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
• Recruitment began in July 2011
• First participant was interviewed at the end of August, 2011
• To date 66 consents have been received; 51 interviews have
been completed
• 21 interviews have been transcribed and coded
• All 21 participants were White Caucasian with various
background nationalities (English, Irish, German and
Mixed)
Mean age ± SD (of 21 participants):
61.9 ± 11.4 years
Gender breakdown (of 21 participants):
Males: 52%
Females: 48%
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE JOB TYPES IN THE
COHORT
•PUBLIC SECTOR – 71.4%
•PRIVATE SECTOR – 14.3%
•NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS – 14.3%

Previous & current jobs by categories & length of
employment
Mean length of employment m = 35 years
Previous Job

Length of Employment
(years)

Current Job

Length of Employment
(years)

Education

15

Education (dif. place)

10

Media &
Communications

40

Media & Communications
(same place)

10

Education

40

Education (same place)

10

Health & Social Work

17

Education (dif. place)

13

Construction

19

Construction (dif. place)

11

Government

10

Government (same place)

18

Finance

30

Finance (dif. place)

3

Air Traffic

25

Retail (totally dif. domain)

3

Energy & Utilities
(Oil & Gas)

25

Energy & Utilities (Oil & Gas)
(same place)

10

Engineering

10

Engineering (dif. place)

20

WORKERS’ FEELINGS about MANDATORY
RETIREMENT
ABOLISHMENT OF MANDATORY RETIREMENT IS GREAT:
• “When I realized that I might have to retire at a certain time, I realized that I
didn’t like that…”
• “The thought of going one day you know, you’ve lived a life of every day
going to work, and then you wake up one morning and realize that you’re not
going to work…”
• “I don’t think we ever should be forcing people to retire, although it does
contribute to some concern over opportunities for younger people, but I don’t
think anybody should just [retire] because there’s magic age somebody years
ago decided…”
• “Sometimes with retirement people are shocked…”
• “At 54 it was a retirement package that was beyond belief so I was gone
[from work] and I hated that…too much boredom! I meant what do you do
seven days a week? I’m kind of a person who’s always worked, so I mean
being retired wasn’t really very exciting…”

MORE WORKERS’ FEELINGS about MANDATORY
RETIREMENT
ABOLISHMENT OF MANDATORY RETIREMENT IS GREAT (cont’d):
• “You reach 65 and it’s like night and day…it’s like you’re dead. All

of a sudden your pension cheque comes in the mail…your whole
life changes…when there was mandatory retirement there isn’t any
point in you being ambitious or doing a really good job as you
approach 65…”
• “The age of retirement was 65 so I ceased to be an employee at
that point in time…they laid me off at 65…I never had a retirement
party; I just told them to stuff it…I just know how I felt at 65…you’re
laying me off for the wrong reasons…”

RETIREMENT as an OPTION
MANDATORY RETIREMENT SHOULD BE KEPT:

• “I think there are many, many people
who don’t want to work until 65, you
know they want the freedom 55 concept.
You hear a lot of people who say “I can’t
wait to get out and quit”
• “I think if a person wants to retire, go
for it. If they’re not in the health they
want to be and retirement is a good way
out, great…”
• “When I see some of these younger
guys in action…I think they have
probably more to offer…fresh, young
minds…Eager to go…it’s very selfish to
stay after 65…’
• [mandatory retirement] shouldn’t have
been abolished; they should have kept
it…”

BENEFITS of WORKING LATER
INTELLECTUAL STIMULATION:
“It is a whole combination, I mean I like the intellectual stimulation…as
long as I can do that [work] I will certainly keep doing it…to me it’s like
being paid for something you love to do anyway…”
FLEXIBILITY:
“It works great…it’s [work] in the office if I feel like doing that, a lot of it is
at home because thank goodness for the electronic age, you can do it
almost anywhere…”
“I’m really at a point in my life where I want to do what I want to do when I
want to do it…I could work 40 hours a week if I wanted to, but I don’t. It’s
my own personal choice…I have a computer at home…so having that
flexibility to be able to work at home or in the office…”
EXTRA INCOME:

“I do this [work] just plainly for the entertainment of it and I mean you have a
few extra dollars if you want to do something crazy. I spend it all on the
grandkids…”

MORE BENEFITS of WORKING LATER
• “It [pension plan from previous employer] allowed me really at
60 years of age to have my pension kick in. It allowed me that
freedom...so if you have an employer that puts those things in
place, then as far as I’m concerned work as long as you want
after that...”
• “I’m all in favour of someone working as long as they want to
work as long as they’re capable... as long as it’s good for
them... when you’re doing something because you love the
kind of work it is then do it as long as you want to do it...”
• “There is always opportunity and I
always want to keep learning and I see
opportunities with my present employer...”
• “The work I do I enjoy doing, so it’s not a
burden...”

SUPPORTING OLDER WORKERS to WORK LATER
...shorter work
week...

....stretches of
time to take a
trip...

...having a bit of
flexibility around
say if you have to
go for a medical
appointment or
take time off for
family members...

...support
system...

...people who
manage you, the
supervisor, director,
right up to the CEO
they should be more
visible...

...an incentive
program...
...an employer has
to be flexible...
...you have to pace
yourself...
...better
communication...

PENSIONS and POLICIES and OLDER WORKERS
 “I’m trying to figure out how the pension plan
works. I know I contribute money to it and I know
it won’t give me a great return...”
 “Most companies don’t want them [pension
plans]. You’re not going to put money in your
pension plan...Unless we have a system in place
that when you do stop working you can live
relatively the lifestyle that you’re used to. It’s
going to be hard..”.
 “I can’t even go on Workers’ Comp if I get hurt
because I’m 65... if I get hurt I can’t get Workers’
Comp because I’m 65 or older. I think that rule
kind of stinks...”
 “Some of these [retirement] package deals,
people thought they were so great. The tax man
thinks they’re great. They take half right off you,
right to the tax man...”

PENSIONS, POLICIES & OLDER WORKERS
(Con’d)
 “I don’t have a definitive plan… I haven’t sat down with a financial advisor and
said, “Okay, if I stop now, what would my monthly income be and how will I be
financially?”
 “The support they [employer] give which they give by default really, is that we
get a very good salary…disposable income will probably be as high if not
higher…we do have a decent pension plan…still get health benefits…”
 “Health benefits will stay…your insurance goes. No one’s thought about
people not retiring at 65 so they haven’t thought about the insurance factor.
It just goes to zero at 65…it’s like when you’re 65 we [employer] don’t care
whether you’re going to be here or not…our insurance company is not going
to cover you…most people are going to retire so why should we [employer]
look at the silly bunch that is going to hang around…”

OLDER WORKERS’ CONCERNS about AGE
DISCRIMINATION
DISCRIMINATION & NEGATIVE ATTITUDES TOWARDS OLDER WORKERS EXIST:
 “When they called me [for a job interview] that was one of the first questions they
asked me, “When did you complete your university degree?” And I thought, “…you
don’t have to give your age but you look at the CV and you can calculate…I do know
some people were definitely prejudiced…”
 “I feel it…I often notice that conversations polarize in another direction than
mine…they’ll say things like, they’ll show me pictures of the 1860s and say do you
remember this?”

 “Are you ever going to retire? Do you want to retire? Shouldn’t you retire?...For
God’s sake the country is being run by a man older than I am, you let the country be
run by an older person yet you want me to retire at 65?”
 “There was a point in my early to mid-fifties where I was quite sensitive about being
old and a friend of mine would joke about it and I was the oldest person in the
group…they didn’t intend to hurt but I was quite sensitive about it…a type of
discrimination I guess but I’m sure it was unintended…”

DISCRIMINATION?
“I don’t see any discrimination at all…I don’t see any
barriers…the average age now for [this organization] is
almost 50 years old…there’s a lot of older people or
people my age…”

YOUNGER WORKERS and OLDER WORKERS
 WORK ETHICS?
 “Our work ethic is way different…I think the older person’s work ethic is
probably better…if these big organizations paid a bit better they would
probably do better. They’d probably have a better work ethic…”
 “I see an absence of work ethic…there seems to be an attitude [among
young workers]…I’m due $20 an hour even though I have no experience so
pay me, just because I am who I am…”

 “Sometimes with older people their work ethics are different than
younger ones…older people they’re pretty steady and reliable and got
their head on straight and can deal with a lot of complex situations that
sometimes the younger ones can’t deal with…”

YOUNGER WORKERS and OLDER WORKERS
(cont’d)
 ATTITUDE?
 “The whole attitude has changed now in that they [younger workers] want to get
out of the workforce as early as they can…the mindset is get in, get out…”
 “Some of the older employees have like maximum amount of sick leave on the
books, some of the younger ones don’t have an hour because they use it up
and that might not be just health issues, that may be it’s leave, they’re giving
it to me, I’m using it…”
 “The biggest differences I think I see between the next generation of people
retiring and my generation…I don’t think they’ll have the great financial security
that we have…the fact that young people today tend not to stay with
organizations for long periods of time… not think about the impact of
retirement…”
 “People at different stages of their lives want different things. You know
younger people they might want more money. They’re not concerned with
retirement benefits right now…”

BETTER WORK LIFE BALANCE
o “I balance it…you don’t have all those
responsibilities that you had…I remember
when my kids were small…car
pools…single parent…getting their
supper…”
o “When I had four kids…they were
involved in hockey and skating…it was
like a zoo…at this point in my life it’s very
easy for me to maintain a balance
between my personal life and my
workplace, like there is really not a lot of
stress or strain…”
o “When the kids are old enough or the
kids are working and they’re gone, well
you say, I’m free but if they’re home and
they don’t have a good job or a decent
job or whatever it is or they’re not
working and God help us if they’re not
working…”

o “It [work] kind of helps
me because you know it
kind of keeps my mind
balanced…”
o “Empty nesting…I
volunteer…I put in my
time in various
capacities and that sort
of things and I’m always
available for that…”

FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES & RETIREMENT
 “The [work life] balance is the same. If you
continue working you have the same
balance issues to deal with. Now you’re
older and you could get sick or your
spouse could get sick and then the
balance would be different. You’d probably
have to reorganize yourself, probably quit
[working]…”

 “I love my work and like to continue as
long as I can. My mom died several months
ago and my dad is living alone in [another
part of the country], so I may consider
retirement when my term [of work] ends in
a few years to spend more time with my
dad.”

TRAVELLING to and from WORK
 “I drive and I car pool... it’s beautiful drive... no stress...”
 “I use the bus…since they changed it five years ago it’s even better…”
 “Parking here is a nightmare, totally under-resourced, totally inadequate and a real
hassle…Some people suggested that getting a parking permit is like a deer hunter’s
license, it gives you the license to go into the woods, it doesn’t mean you’re going
to find a deer though…”
 “When cognitive or motor powers are such that I shouldn’t be driving or can notice
a decline in the ability, if I face it, then I shouldn’t be working because my car is
required constantly for work…”

CONCLUSION
 Most older workers enjoy working longer
 Benefits of working in later life: intellectual
stimulation, extra income, health promotion
 Age discrimination exists
 What can be done to promote working
longer? Flexibility, change in pension, in
insurance policy, policies to promote working
longer.
 Measures to combat age discrimination
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